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LOCAL RULES

e) Sprinkler heads.

OUT OF BOUNDS (Rule 27 Penalty - stroke and distance) Over any hedge, fence, or line of sight between white posts
marking the course limits.

STONES IN BUNKERS - Are moveable obstructions (rule 241 applies).

SECURITY FENCE - No attempt must be made to retrieve
balls that have gone over the security fence to the left of the
1 st fairway. A ball coming to rest within two club lengths of the
security fence must be dropped a further two club lengths
away not nearer the hole, without penalty.
WATER HAZARDS - All ponds are water hazards (yellow
posts), all ditches are lateral water hazards (red posts) except
when playing the 3rd/12th hole when the ditch between the
3rd/12th and 6th/15th holes is a water hazard (yellow posts).
YOUNG TREES - Protection of young trees identified by
being staked or by a yellow tag. If such a tree interferes with
a players stance or may be damaged by the area of intended
swing or flight of the ball, the ball must be lifted without
penalty and dropped in accordance with the procedure
prescribed under Rule 24-2b (Immovable Obstructions).
RELIEF WITHOUT PENALTY - Within one club length of the
nearest point of relief, not nearer the hole
a) A ball lying in tyre or tractor marks.
b) Mole hills are considered ground under repair.
c) During dry conditions a ball coming to rest in cracked
ground with more than 50% of the ball below the surface.
d) A ball coming to rest on the road between the 2nd, 8th, and
6th holes, or in the stone surrounds of lamp-posts on that road.

PRIORITY OF PLAY
a) Those players waiting to tee off on the 1st must alternate
with those coming off the 9th green to play on the 10th.
b) Players on the 8th tee have priority over players on the 1 st
tee.

c) Do not play from 9th tee if cars are passing along the road
to the left of the 9th fairway.
d) Do not play an approach shot to the 8th green if cars are
passing on the road behind it.
TROLLEYS - If trolleys are banned then players must carry
their clubs. Special dispensation to use a trolley at the time of
a ban can only be granted by the Committee.
COURSE
conditions
protective
measures

CLOSURE - When bad weather affects playing
the greenkeeper may close the course as a
measure. Please inquire via security when such
apply.

TEE MATS - When the tee markers are beside the mats then
all tee shots must be played from the mats.
DOGS - Dogs are not allowed on the course.
Serious contravention of these rules may result
in membership being revoked without
reimbursement of fees.

